Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

West of
the Prefecture

Odawara City
Tourist Attraction No.

2276

＜Magnet Culture / Upper-class＞
The compilation of the modern artist,
Hiroshi Sugimoto

Enoura Observatory

Explanation of
Tourist Attraction

A massive landscape, "The Odawara Cultural Foundation Enoura Observatory," in
Odawara City, Kanagawa was designed by the modern artist, Hiroshi Sugimoto. It opened
in October, 2017, a decade since its conception. With unparalleled landscapes, it is
composed of a gallery block where visitors can feel the change of seasons, an outdoor
stage, a tea room and more. It is a place where people can reflect on the origin of
humanity and art and has gained international focus as a fountain of cultural art.
Roughly 100 meters in length, the gallery block features artwork by Hiroshi Sugimoto, and
various performances are scheduled for the outdoor stone stage and optical glass stage.

selling point

Active beyond the boundaries of art, the origin and absolute of Hiroshi Sugimoto can be found here.

Address

362-1 Enoura, Odawara-shi, Kanagawa

Opening Hours
Availability of Parking
URL

March 22 - October 3 times a day/10:00 am, 1:00 pm, 4:00 pm (Approx. 2 hours, limited capacity)
November - March 21 [Vernal equinox] 2 times a day/10:00 am, 1:00 pm (Approx. 2 hours, limited capacity)
Reservations required From the [Reservation Form] on the official homepage
Parking available (Due to limited spaces, please register when making a reservation)
http://www.odawara-af.com/ja/enoura/

Recommended Season

All year
Individual

Group/Individual Mark
Target Regions

Access

Europe, North America

・Free shuttle bus from JR Tokaido Main
Line Nebukawa Station
・Taxi from JR Tokaido Main Line Manazuru
Station

Specific Model Route Details
Individual
JR Tokaido Line [Hayakawa Station] ===
(15 minutes) === Odawara Fishing Port …
(15 minutes) === Yamayasu Haneo Main
Office Factory === (22 minutes) ===
Suzuhiro Kamaboko Museum === (15
minutes) === Enoura Observatory ===
Hilton Odawara Resort (Spa/Pool/Food
etc.) === (15 minutes) === JR Tokaido Line
[Hayakawa Station]
Start

Hayakawa Station (JR Tokaido Line)

Goal

Hayakawa Station (JR Tokaido Line)

Time Required

5 hours

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Hilton Odawara Resort
Vast, verdant grounds
and a panoramic view
of Sagami Bay from all
173 rooms. Fully
equipped with various
spas, a pool, a natural
hot spring bath, and
other facilities.

Suzuhiro Kamaboko Museum
A facility providing hands-on experiences on the history,
mysteries, ingredients and nutritional value of kamaboko (boiled
fish-paste cakes). Provides the opportunity to watch kamaboko
craftsmen using their skills through a glass panel (closed on
Wednesdays), and includes a workshop where it is possible to
learn how to make kamaboko and chikuwa (fish-paste sticks)
(reservations required). A buffet-style restaurant is available within
the estate to provide a full day's entertainment.
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